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Visual analysis to pages from The Arrival











Wordless Comic







An Alien animal cell makes its way through time and 
space, to divide and conquer.

When I was thinking about what to do with my wordless comic, I thought about what conveys emotions the best 
without saying anything. That’s why I chose to make my comic about the point of  view of  a dog whose owner 
left for the day for work. In the first few panels we see the dog seeing his owner off  for work. And through out 
the day the poor dog just waits all day for his owner to return. And from his point of  view it is taking forever for 
his owner to return. We see from the dog's perspective it's taking so long that all the seasons of  the year are 
passing by with no sign of  his owner's return. In reality it has only been a few hours, however in the dog's mind 
its been years. And when his owner finally does return, the dog is relieved and ecstatic. 



Based on a fear I have. I tried to use color and borders to help convey meaning for the words I couldn't use.





Persepolis analysis pages and sketchnotes of  
readings related to the book

































Satrapi-You

They made a cartooned drawing of  themselves in the style of  
Satrapi in class and posted that along with any reflections about 
the act of  making it or your response to it.



Found it kinda hard to do it, but I feel like this is pretty 
good. I feel that having simple lines, contrast, and bold 
lines matched the style.







Dave Gibbons-ify Yourself  






